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Studies of data-driven deselection overwhelmingly emphasise the impor-
tance of circulation counts and date-of-last-use in the weeding process. 
When applied to research collections, however, this approach fails to 
take account of highly influential and significant titles that have not been 
of interest to large numbers of borrowers but that have been highly cited 
in the literature. It also assumes that past borrowing activity is a reliable 
indicator of future usage. This study examines the correlations between 
past and future usage and between borrowing and citation of monographs 
and concludes that both data elements should be used when deselecting 
research monographs.

niversity libraries in the second decade of the twenty-first century find 
themselves facing a number of critical challenges as they negotiate changing 
environmental demands, new technologies that complicate their mission 
as much as they facilitate it, and an ongoing struggle to maintain their 

relevance and centrality within their host institutions. The teaching-research nexus 
remains at the core of what universities do; consequently, library collections need to 
meet the needs of a wide range of constituents, from first-degree students through 
postgraduate and doctoral students to world-class researchers working at the very 
highest level. Library collections aim to satisfy the information demands of all of these 
groups through the purchase of large journal packages, through extensive monograph 
collections at all levels, and through the provision of support facilities and services 
geared to their common need to access, manage, and use the best and most appropriate 
information. This study will look at how this complex set of demands is played out in 
one particular sphere, the decision process around deselecting dated print monographs 
or relegating them to storage collections to maintain current collections of high-value 
items for the support of teaching and research. 

Libraries of all kinds periodically remove books from their shelves and dispose 
of them or move them into “just in case” storage collections, and this is as true of 
university libraries as it is of other types. The drivers of this activity are the need 
to conserve building space as new acquisitions fill existing shelves to capacity,1 the 
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decline in circulation of print books as e-books become more ubiquitous,2 the growth 
of other demands on library value space from new technologies, student activities, or 
organizational needs,3 and concerns about dated and obsolete materials crowding out 
more recent works.4 If deselection is done well, students are presented with strongly 
focused collections of current material, while researchers have access to core collec-
tions that represent the depth and breadth of their fields and that make a visit to the 
library shelves worthwhile. 

The demands placed on the academic researcher have grown considerably in 
recent decades. In the past, research may have been seen by some academic staff 
as being something of an optional extra, or a long-term goal with less immediate 
urgency than teaching, but there is a growing demand to produce evidence of solid 
peer-reviewed research publications. Promotion and tenure at American universi-
ties typically requires evidence of publishing in reputable journals,5 while academic 
researchers in other jurisdictions are subject to a range of more centralized research 
evaluation regimes: for example, the Research Excellence Framework (REF) in the 
United Kingdom, Excellence in Research for Australia (ERA), and Performance Based 
Research Funding (PBRF) in New Zealand. Doctoral programs are a further driver of 
research, with students expecting to be supervised and mentored by active researchers 
with international credentials backed by credible publications. Doctoral students are 
themselves researchers and account for a significant proportion of the research activity 
and outputs of their host institutions.6 Library collection management activities must 
therefore take cognizance of the need to support intensive high-level research, and this 
applies as much to deselection as it does to other collection management processes. 
Over time, a library collection is the sum of items acquired minus those removed, and 
a core research collection must give its users access to both the latest research and to 
items of enduring relevance and worth.

There are a number of methods that can be used, separately or in concert, to decide 
which books should be removed from a collection and which retained. Publication date 
will generally be an important factor, and libraries will not normally choose to consider 
books for deselection within the first ten years of their date of publication; beyond that, 
however, there are (broadly speaking) two approaches to decision making—the use of 
expert knowledge in some form or the use of data. Expert knowledge may be solicited 
from subject experts about which works have enduring merit and which are not worth 
retaining, or it may be located from lists of high-value titles such as Choice Reviews 
Online. Data, on the other hand, generally emanate from users, specifically borrowers, 
and normally consist of both total circulation counts and dates of last use, although it 
can include numbers of citations to specific works or authors as well. From the initial 
work by Trueswell,7 circulation and date-of-last-use data have dominated studies of 
monograph deselection and continue to do so.8 The rationale for this is clear and, on the 
surface at least, compelling. The Pittsburgh study in 1976 pointed to a strong consensus 
that “past use is the best indicator of future use of material.”9 and this was endorsed 
by Dinkins in 2003: “At the root of all library acquisitions decisions is the goal to add 
to the collection those materials that will meet users’ needs; compiling usage statistics 
is an effective way of assessing previous decisions and allows extrapolation for the 
future.”10 Added to this, the ease of collection of circulation and date-of-last-use data 
through Library Management Systems11 makes circulation data–driven deselection an 
obvious choice for libraries looking to cull collections of unnecessary items. 

By contrast, the use of citations as a data source for deselection decisions is much 
less frequently mentioned and appears to have aroused little interest or support. In 
Fundamentals of Collection Development Management, Johnson wrote that “Citation studies 
assume that the more frequently cited publications are the more valuable, will continue to 
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be used heavily, and, consequently, are more important to have in the library collections. 
Data from citation studies can guide cancellation and retention decisions.” However, 
she regarded them primarily as a guide for decisions on journals and was unconvinced 
of their value in relation to monographs: “citation analysis is time consuming and labor 
intensive. Important materials for consultation or background work may not be cited 
frequently.”12 The Association of Research Libraries SPEC Kit 337: Print Retention Deci-
sion Making noted that “Citation counts are often used as a criterion” in decisions on 
deselection; but no specific questions on the topic were asked in the survey of American 
academic libraries—and the technique barely rates a mention in the summary of re-
sults—while the use of circulation data is noted in nearly all of the reports.13 A number 
of studies on the use of citation data in collection management relates to the analysis of 
citations by staff or students of a specific institution,14 and these provide useful insights 
into the value of the collection in specific cases; but the absence of a standard method-
ology makes comparisons between these studies difficult.15 Detailed local studies of 
this kind are labor-intensive; while they can reveal rich insights into the use of library 
collections by scholars, they are essentially retrospective and not well adapted to the 
needs of a deselection exercise, which needs to be able to make determinations about 
all of the books in a collection, most of which will not have been cited by local authors. 

The use of citation data from citation databases (as opposed to local sources of ref-
erences) for the purposes of collection management is less well developed. As Enger 
noted, “While citation analysis has been used extensively to manage journal collections, 
it has not been used to develop book collections. It is, however, one measurable way 
to effectively manage them. Using citation analysis to develop core book collections in 
academic libraries is discipline centered and goes beyond the walls of individual librar-
ies to include material discussed by scholars in the academic literature.”16 Enger did 
not specifically deal with deselection, but he used a citation-based method to identify 
key authors in specific subject areas and then looked at the holdings of the books they 
had authored. This information was used to identify and select titles suitable for core 
research collections based on author reputation, and the later circulation data from 
titles selected by this method were compared to titles selected by conventional meth-
ods. The only author to have directly suggested the use of database-derived citation 
data for the purposes of deselection was Burdick, who used Science Citation Index 
(SCI) as a “safety net” for circulation figures in the course of a deselection exercise on 
a range of low-use science books more than ten years old.17 Due to the technical limi-
tations of SCI at that time, her sample was small (79 titles) and she referred to it as a 
“pre-experimental design,” but she made the interesting suggestion that “a correlation 
of citation frequency with circulation statistics would provide evidence of the value 
of citations in predicting use.” She went on, however, to suggest that citation counts 
had a value in the deselection process independent of usage considerations and that 
“citation frequency can be used to supplement other measures such as faculty input 
and frequency of use.” This study directly addresses the question of whether citation 
rates correlate with, and are predictive of, circulation counts while endorsing Burdick’s 
view that circulation counts alone are localized and contingent and therefore need to 
be triangulated against external citation data to achieve “a less parochial perspective 
to long-range decisions for collection development in research libraries.” If there is a 
low correlation between circulation and citation rates, they are measuring different 
properties; and, if it is further accepted that citation is a measure of scholarly value, then 
its circulation count will be only a partial measure of a book’s value within a collection. 
On the other hand, if there is a high positive correlation, then the use of circulation 
counts on their own will ensure that a circulation-based method of deselection is an 
effective way of maintaining and enhancing the scholarly value of a research collection.
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The Research Questions
This study looks at four questions relating to books published at least fifteen years 
before the present:

1. Are historic monograph circulation counts a robust predictor of future circula-
tion counts?

2. Are historic monograph citation counts a robust indicator of future citation 
counts?

3. Do local-institution monograph citation counts mirror total citation counts?
4. Do monograph circulation counts correlate with, and can they be used as a 

proxy for, citation counts?

The Context
Massey University is a research university in the North Island of New Zealand. From 
its beginnings as an agricultural college in the Manawatū district in the 1920s, it became 
a university in 1964 offering a broad range of subjects both on campus and by distance, 
and it has subsequently opened campuses in the cities of Auckland and Wellington. With 
a current enrollment of more than 1,000 PhD students and an annual research output of 
around 1,400 published journal articles per year (Scopus database), it supports research 
programs over many disciplines in the sciences, social sciences, humanities, creative arts, 
and business with a strong emphasis on life sciences, environmental science, agricul-
ture, and food production. The library has developed in line with international trends, 
adopting the VTLS integrated library system (ILS) in the 1980s and then switching to 
Innovative in the 1990s. Up until the mid-1990s, most book selection was carried out 
by academic staff, but this has largely been taken over by liaison librarians working 
through automated recommendation systems. Obviously there is a strong emphasis on 
New Zealand material; in the early 1990s most of this was transferred from the general 
shelves to a separate New Zealand collection, a development that has been significant 
for the present study. The collections are organized by the Dewey system.

Methodology
Two ranges of books in the main lending collection of the Manawatū Library were 
chosen for the survey: 591 (Specific Topics in Zoology) and 324 (The Political Process). 
As noted, because of the existence of the New Zealand collection, specifically local 
titles were not included in these ranges. Because most New Zealand animal species 
are endemic (occurring in this geographic al region only), they attract relatively little 
research from outside the country—with the result that specifically New Zealand 
zoological titles are cited well less than average, while the books themselves are bor-
rowed much more than average. This would have skewed the results if they had been 
included in the sample. The same applies to the books on politics: local titles are of 
intense local interest and are borrowed heavily, while they attract little research atten-
tion by international standards. The result of this exclusion is that the two samples are 
relatively generic and represent more or less typical samples of what would be found 
in university libraries of comparable size. 

The following information on books with a publication date of 2000 or earlier was 
downloaded from the ILS to Excel spreadsheets:

• Call numbers
• Authors and editors (MARC tags 100 and 700)
• Titles and subtitles (MARC tags 245a and 245b)
• Publication dates
• Circulation counts
• Dates of last check-in
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Where there were multiple copies of titles, circulation counts were automatically 
totaled and the most recent check-in date was assigned to the title, so that each title had 
a single circulation count and last check-in date. The ILS stores initial checkouts and 
renewals separately; renewals were deliberately omitted from the counts as they do not 
represent additional instances of usage. Circulation count and last-use dates had been 
carried forward from VTLS to Innovative, so this information was available from 1985.

Scopus was used as the source of citations rather than Web of Science or Google 
Scholar. The ability to carry out a search of the references attached to Scopus records 
for character strings and proximate terms means that it can be reliably searched for 
citations of any document with a unique title and first author, regardless of document 
type and with no intervening protocols; these searches can then be scripted into a 
spreadsheet of titles and authors and executed with a single click. Web of Science–
cited reference searches cannot be automated, making its use impractical for any but 
small-scale studies and not scalable from research projects to actual implementations. 
Google Scholar could potentially be used for studies of this kind; however, as it lacks 
an Application Programming Interface (API), it has to be searched manually—with 
the result that repetitive searches tend to evoke its anti-bot protection. In any case, its 
use in this instance would have raised questions about the accuracy of citations and 
required further manual checking, whereas Scopus could be relied on to provide a 
valid sample of citing literature. It is acknowledged that, in using a predominantly 
article-based citation database, the study focuses largely on citations of books in jour-
nal articles, although it is noted that Scopus claimed coverage of the citations of more 
than 75,000 books at the date of the study.18 The important point, however, is that the 
purpose of the present study is not to identify all of the citations of the books in ques-
tion, but rather to take a large sample to compare citations of books within distinct 
subject areas. In 2011, Kousha, Thelwal, and Rezaie19 found that both Google Scholar 
and Google Books respectively returned 3.2 and 1.4 times as many citations to books 
as Scopus, but their analysis was carried out for the purposes of research assessment 
in which case finding as many citations as possible was essential, whereas the purpose 
of the present study is to identify the quality of comparative citedness in relation to 
individual titles rather than to quantify all citations. Their analysis indicated a signifi-
cant degree of correlation between comparative rates of citedness between all three 
sources and would suggest that Scopus was a sufficiently sensitive instrument to be 
used in the present study.

 The books fell into two categories, authored and edited (including conferences), and 
produced two distinct types of citation; authored books are cited by author(s) and title 
while, in edited books, it is generally a chapter that is being cited—although the full 
title of the book is also part of the citation. Although editor names are usually included 
in chapter citations, these proved not to be searchable. After some experimentation, 
a script was arrived at: the titles of authored books were string-searched within sixty 
characters of the name (without initials) of the first author, the intervening characters 
allowing for the names of additional authors, while for edited books the title only 
was searched for. Subtitles presented another issue, as many books have subtitles 
that may or may not be included in citations; for example, Stephen Jay Gould’s Bully 
for brontosaurus: Further reflections in natural history received only 25 citations under its 
full title, whereas a further 233 documents had simply cited it as Bully for brontosaurus. 
The initial search was carried out for both title and subtitle as a single string and if 
necessary a “switch” was activated to exclude the subtitle. Once the search had been 
run, the Scopus “secondary documents” were examined to ensure that the search 
had correctly identified the book in question. In some cases, it was difficult to isolate 
citations of a unique title through this method; for example, the search REF (“animal 
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behaviour” w/60 scott) found references to both John Paul Scott’s Animal behavior and 
Graeme Scott’s Essential animal behavior. In the animal sciences, many edited books have 
very generic titles like Comparative socioecology, and it proved impossible to differenti-
ate their citations from references to journal articles containing the same phrase. In 
the 324 range, it was found that many book titles ended with date ranges that citing 
documents tended to omit: the book Tory and Whig the struggle in the constituencies, 
1701–1715 was cited only 7 times under its full title but 12 times as Tory and Whig the 
struggle in the constituencies. When there was any ambiguity, titles were excluded from 
the study, which amounted to nearly 11 percent of titles in the 591 range and 4 percent 
in the 324 range; it is to be expected that this figure will vary according to discipline 
norms. Finally, Scopus citation searching does not readily distinguish between editions; 
but this was not considered to be a problem in this context, as citations to different 
editions of a book are all citations of that specific book and therefore valid indicators 
of the extent of its impact. 

In addition to the initial search for all citations of a title, two further searches were 
run: the first for citations in documents published 2010 or later and the second for 
citations in documents with Massey University affiliations. Because it is not possible 
to isolate secondary documents from Scopus AND searches, the decision to include 
or exclude titles was made before these searches were run. Once this process was 
completed, the spreadsheets contained the following data for each title: publication 
date, total circulation count, date of last check-in, total number citations, number of 
citations from 2010 on, and number of citations in Massey-affiliated documents. From 
this, two further data elements could be automatically derived: the number of months 
since the last check-in date and the number of citations from pre-2010 publications. 
All data was captured in July 2015.

The following data were compiled:

Results
As table 1 shows, both circulation and citation data are highly skewed. While some 
books had never been borrowed and many had only a few circulations, one title in the 
324 range had been borrowed 249 times. This was even more pronounced in the case 
of citations, with many books having few or no citations while a small number had 

TABLE 1
Summary of Variables

Key Variable 591 Zoology (n = 864)
Mean/Standard deviation

324 Politics (n = 403)
Mean/Standard deviation

Circulation Count 10.6/11.5
Range 0–78

7.3/16.2
Range 0–249

Months Since Check–in 123.2/85.2
Range 0–366

133.9/101.9
Range 0–366

Total Citations 167.4/425.2
Range 0–6076

48.7/121.5
Range 0–1374

Citations Since 2010 41.7/134.5
Range 0–2186

19.1/51.5
Range 0–686

Pre-2010 Citations 125.8/297.3
Range 0–4041

29.5/72.8
Range 0–688

Massey Citations 0.3/1.3
Range 0–14

0.04/0.2
Range 0–2
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been cited thousands of times, with the result that the standard deviation for the 591 
range was more than double the mean. This confirmed what was already suspected, 
however: that both circulation and citation do not occur in a regular fashion but are 
characterized by the presence of “celebrity titles” that fall well outside discipline 
norms. It is the purpose of the study to determine the extent to which these two groups 
(highly circulated and highly cited) overlap, and any deselection exercise based on 
this methodology would set out to identify these titles.

The data in the Excel spreadsheet were analyzed using Spearman’s rank correla-
tion coefficient20 to determine the relationships between factors that might be used to 
inform judgments about individual titles being considered for deselection or retention. 
A correlation looks at two sets of numbers to test the degree to which an increase in 
one set can be used to “predict” an increase or decrease in the other. For example, if 
one set of numbers listed the distances traveled by cyclists and the other set listed the 
times taken, then a correlation value of 1 would mean that all cyclists rode at the same 
speed and the time required for a journey could be accurately predicted by its distance. 
A correlation of 0 means that there is no predictive relationship at all between the two 
sets of numbers, while a negative correlation exists when an increase in one number 
can be used to predict a decline in the other. Spearman’s rank correlation looks at the 
relationship between two sets of ranked numbers according to their rankings rather 
than simply correlating the numbers themselves and is designed for situations where 
extreme “outliers” could skew the results. 

Research Question 1: Are historic monograph circulation counts a robust predictor of 
future circulation counts?
The use of circulation counts as a primary source of data for deselection is premised 
on the notion that, although circulation of a given book may decline over time, this 
decline will be reasonably similar over all titles (at least within the same subject group) 
and is largely a factor of the age of the book. Most library systems do not provide a 
full borrowing history for each book; instead, they simply record the total number of 
borrowings (circulation count) and the date on which the book most recently moved 
through the system (last check-in). Because of this limitation, we cannot determine how 
often a book was borrowed two decades ago and compare this to how often it has been 
borrowed in the most recent decade to test whether the earlier figure had predicted 
the latter. However, the last check-in date can be used as a proxy for recent circulation 
on the basis that recently circulating books would have been checked in closer to the 
present than those that were not in use, in which case a negative correlation between 
circulation and the number of months since the last check-in would indicate that 
past circulation counts predicted future ones. This correlation did exist for both the 
samples—0.52 for the 591 sample and –0.42 for the 324 sample—but the partial nature 

TABLE 2
Summary of Results

Research 
Question Spearman Correlations 591 Zoology 324 Politics
1 Circulation count/Months since check-in –0.52 –0.42
2 Pre-2010 citations/2010 citations 0.88 0.91
3 Massey citations/Total citations 0.42 0.22
4 Total citations/Circulation count 0.32 0.31
4 Total citations/Months since check-in –0.28 –0.29
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of the correlation means that historic circulation is an imperfect predictor of the future 
probability that a book will be borrowed. At the population level, it is safe to say that 
highly circulated books will continue to be borrowed more often than average, but at 
the individual title level this becomes a probability rather than a robust indicator. If a 
simple cutoff number of circulations had been imposed on this set of books ten years 
ago, a significant number of books would have been removed from the shelves that 
had in fact subsequently been circulated, while others that had been kept would have 
received no further circulation activity. This is only to be expected, of course, but it 
does cast doubt on the assertion that circulation figures on their own can be reliably 
extrapolated into the future.

Research Question 2: Are historic monograph citation counts a robust indicator of future 
citation counts?
It is well known that a publication will be cited more often in its first few years and that 
this figure will decline over time, although rates of decline (cited half-lives) will vary 
between disciplines and may also operate differently for monographs in comparison 
to journal articles.21 However, if citation is an indication of “interest” in a book that 
was not cited frequently in the past, it might be expected that it is less likely to attract 
attention in the present or future than more highly cited titles. To test this hypothesis, 
pre-2010 citations for each title were calculated by subtracting the post-2009 citations 
from the totals and then the two sets of figures were correlated to determine if historic 
citations were reliable predictors of future citations. The correlation was 0.88 for the 591 
sample and 0.91 for the 324 sample, indicating that past citedness could be extrapolated 
into the future for these disciplines. 

Research Question 3: Do local-institution monograph citation counts mirror total citation 
counts?
Total citations by Massey-affiliated authors were obviously very low in comparison to 
all citations; here, the correlation was relatively much weaker: 0.42 for the 591 sample 
and 0.22 for the 324 sample. In terms of deselection, however, it would be hard to ar-
gue that the interests of the small number of researchers over a number of years who 
happened to have cited books from the collection accurately reflected the interests of 
researchers as a whole. However, in larger institutions with much greater numbers of 
published articles, local citation counts could potentially be significant. 

Research Question 4: Can monograph circulation counts be used as a proxy for citation 
counts?
The final research question related to the correlation between circulation and citation 
data. If there was a strong relationship between the two phenomena, they could be 
regarded as mutually validating and either could act as a reasonable proxy of the other. 
This turned out not to be the case. The correlation between citations and checkouts 
was 0.32 for the 591 sample and 0.31 for the 324 sample, while the correlation between 
citations and months since last check-in was –0.28 for the 591 sample and –0.29 for the 
324 sample. As a group, then, well-cited books are borrowed more than others, but 
at individual title level the effect is too random for either figure to predict the other 
in a reliable way.

Discussion
To the advocate of circulation data–driven deselection, it might appear that the low 
level of correlation between citation and circulation counts means that lack of interest in 
citation bibliometrics as a data source for the purpose of deselection is fully justified; if 
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the citation count of a book cannot reliably predict the future likelihood of a borrower 
checking it out, then the fact that it has been of interest to authors of scholarly works 
might seem to be merely academic. However, the core assumption behind this line of 
argument is that it is the purpose of library books to circulate and that circulation data 
are an accurate reflection and primary determinant of the value of a book to a library; 
however, if we consider that the purpose of a library book is to provide information, 
we cannot measure their success in doing this solely on the basis of how often they 
are circulated. Obviously, library books are purchased in the expectation that library 
users will find them useful, but even at the time of purchase many titles in academic 
libraries are known to be of interest to only a small subsection of all library users and 
have been added to the collection for the purpose of providing valuable coverage of 
specific topics. To come back at some future date and measure them on the basis of 
circulation data is to subject them to a test that they were never intended to pass.

Any metric must relate to an identifiable meaning external to itself in order to be 
used as a valid basis for action. Speed can be used to determine the time a journey of 
a particular length will take because that meaning is coded into the notion of speed, 
whereas from the point of view of information provision the relationship between cir-
culation and information value is tenuous and carries only a small amount of meaning. 
Adams and Noel22 pointed out a number of serious problems with circulation counts 
as a meaningful data source, including varying loan rules for different patron types 
and the fact that renewals are counted equally with initial checkouts, while Danielson23 
emphasized that circulation figures are highly localized and contingent and cannot be 
compared between libraries. Most notably, Evans and Saponaro24 stated that:

There are problems in interpreting circulation data in terms of the value of a 
collection. Circulation data cannot reflect use generated within the library, such 
as reference collections and non-circulating journals. Even for circulating items, 
there is no way of knowing how the material was used; perhaps the book was 
used to prop open a window or press flowers. Nor can you determine the value 
derived by the person from a circulated item.

If a circulation count is to be taken as a significant measure of the value of a book, it 
would be expected that all books had an equal opportunity to circulate; but there are 
many other factors that can influence this. The influence of shelf position on circulation 
was first noted by Shaw;25 and, while it might have a lesser effect in academic libraries 
if a significant proportion of borrowing is of items located through catalog searches, 
undoubtedly eye-level shelves are considerably easier to browse than those at floor 
level. A more recent study of browsing behaviour by McKay, Smith, and Chang26 found 
that there was a distinct “neighbor effect” on borrowing and that “a nearby book being 
loaned increases the probability of a loan by at least 9-fold.” Discoverability through 
keywords, subject headings, and titles is another variable, while classification itself 
has a critical effect on the likelihood that a book will be discovered by all members 
of its target audience. In the words of Atkinson,27 library catalogs are “powerful and 
subtle censorship devices that exclude all but a few of the subjects considered in the 
document.” 

More fundamental in terms of the meaning of circulation data in relation to the 
information value of books is the question of timing. A circulation count is generated 
at the point at which the book is checked out, and, although there is a tendency to use 
the words circulation and usage interchangeably, they are not at all the same thing. To 
take a book off the shelves and borrow it might presume an expectation of use; but, 
because the barriers to borrowing are generally low, this expectation does not need to 
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be particularly high. A student may spend a few minutes at the shelves, fail to find a 
really useful title, and instead choose ten books that look vaguely promising, then renew 
them twice, and in the process generate thirty points of circulation data. Whether the 
books were in fact used, or even looked at, is simply not a piece of information that is 
conveyed or implied by the checkout. While it is true that books that circulate are as 
a class more useful than those that do not, when it comes to individual titles all that 
can be said is that they are more attractive to borrowers in some way, which could be 
as much a factor of title, appearance, classification, shelf position, or appearance on a 
reading list as of inherent usefulness. This last factor is particularly important, as book 
circulation to undergraduate students is heavily influenced by coursework and the 
recommendations of instructors. Short lists of recommended readings and large classes 
can result in libraries purchasing, and lending, multiple copies of individual titles that 
later cease to circulate as the instructor leaves or the emphasis of the course changes. 

Turning to the potential of citations as a measure of value, similar reservations ex-
ist but they are less acute. Cronin28 drew attention to the difficulty of assigning firm 
meaning to the act of citation in the absence of standardized practice, the impossibility 
of understanding the intentions of citing authors, and the presence of “noise” in the 
signals given off by citation counts, but the case for intentionality can be made on the 
basis of the barriers that exist to a work being cited and that citation being registered. 
Although there is no absolute proof that the citing author has engaged intellectually 
with the cited work, the citation carries with it a claim that he or she has and is at 
least an endorsement of the relevance of that work to the topic in question. The cita-
tion does not carry with it an automatic agreement with or endorsement of the cited 
work, but it does imply that it is worth taking seriously and that the reader can find 
further information on the topic in the cited work. The next barrier is the fact that 
the citing author needs to be a scholar of some ability and must write his or her own 
work and persuade an editor and reviewers that it is worthy of publication; ideally, 
the peer-review process itself will act as a check on the references to ensure that they 
are not profligate or gratuitous, although it is acknowledged that peer review can lead 
to “reference packing” in some cases. Finally, the journal or book in which the citing 
work appears must be one that is included in the relevant citation database, generally 
Web of Science or Scopus. What these barriers mean is that the act of citation is not 
open-ended and that, despite the presence of noise and the existence of anomalies, 
there is a recognized relationship between citation and significance that means that a 
well-cited book is probably one that has made a contribution to its field and is recog-
nized by scholars as worthy of attention.

As well as being indicators of scholarly merit, citations serve another function, as 
pointers to the literature. Researchers do not discover documents purely by catalog or 
database searching or from browsing; citation chaining29 or the following up of references 
is an important means of carrying out a comprehensive search of the literature and is 
explicitly facilitated in citation databases and through the use of Digital Object Identifiers 
attached to references. Although scholarly literature, particularly in the sciences, is often 
seen as having a short shelf life—Hurt remarked that “five years old is too old”30—in 
fact, all scholarship is based on past work; in the case of scholarly monographs, many 
of them attain the status of classics, a knowledge of which is critical to the understand-
ing of current thinking. The present study found that MacArthur and Wilson’s Theory 
of island biogeography was cited 2,186 times between 2010 and July 2015; even if many of 
these citations are tokenistic, they point to the indispensable nature of this title within 
the whole field of zoology. The linear metaphor for scholarly progress is simplistic, and 
use of “historic” monograph collections is not confined to historians of science—it is just 
as important for a full understanding of current debates and developments.
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It is not the intention of this paper to advocate the use of citation data on its own as 
a determining factor in deselection decision-making, but rather to endorse Burdick’s 
view that it is an essential safety net for librarians making “life and death” decisions 
about books of which they have no first-hand knowledge. The notion that decisions of 
this sort can be data-driven ignores the fact that what information does, in fact, drive 
is a model, and the strength of the model is based on its relationship to real-world 
meaning. Neither circulation nor citation data can stand as full proxies of the value of 
a title, but, in reflecting the status of a title within the scholarly community, citedness 
should be considered at least equally with circulation. Neither metric is “wrong,” as 
they measure different phenomena; but the weak correlation between them means 
that an optimal decision requires both pieces of information. A circulation purist might 
argue that, if a book is rarely or never borrowed, its potential value is purely theoreti-
cal; but, for a research library, its coverage of the literature is a value in itself. What 
Kelly31 has called the “materials-centered approach” presupposes that the needs of a 
single researcher are not to be weighed against the borrowing patterns of the group. 
Because circulation data are easy for librarians to procure, their use in deselection is 
straightforward and convenient; and, because libraries report on circulation statistics 
rather than on units of actual information, they appear to provide a good fit with both 
library missions and common-sense. However, real-life library use is multidimensional, 
and considered decisions need to be informed by an understanding of the book in its 
full context. By removing those titles that had not made a significant contribution to 
their disciplines and retaining those that had, a well-conducted deselection exercise 
would leave a core research collection of high value titles that had earned their place 
on library shelves and that continued to inform the research they had been purchased 
to support.

Reflection on Methodology and Future Research
As noted above, Scopus was chosen as the sampling medium for this study for essen-
tially pragmatic reasons. A statistical analysis needs to be grounded in a clearly iden-
tifiable sample and the data gathered using straightforward and replicable methods; 
Scopus proved to be the most convenient instrument for these purposes. Looking at 
citations of monographs over a range of disciplines, Kousha, Thelwall, and Rezaie32 
found a significant degree of correlation between Google Scholar and Scopus (Spear-
man correlations 0.74 to 0.94), between Google Books and Scopus (0.61 to 0.83), and 
between Google Scholar and Google Books (0.74 to 0.83), which suggests that they are 
all measuring more or less the same phenomenon and that the likelihood that a book 
would be highly cited in one source but not in another is negligible. (This is in large 
part due to the skewed distribution of citations that those authors also commented on.) 
A 2015 paper by Kousha and Thelwall33 titled “An Automatic Method for Extracting 
Citations from Google Books” describes the use of an API to harvest citation data and 
raises the exciting prospect that title-level citation metrics would become a standard 
tool for librarians working on deselection. Preliminary tests indicate that good results 
could be achieved using this method but that short titles would present more of a 
challenge to accuracy, and a higher rate of rejection of titles prior to implementation 
might be required to produce realistic results.
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